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Introduction

Domain adaptation in MT
or how to avoid the dilution

Large
out-of-domain
corpus
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adapted
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corpus

Data weighting or adaptation
See (Foster and Kuhn2007; Bertoldi and Federico2009; Axelrod et al.2011;
Sennrich2012; Chen et al.2013)
Require to retrain entirely all the models
Very time consuming
Especially when continuous models are involved
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Introduction

Continuous vs discrete models
Conventional discrete models
Units (words, phrases, ... ) are events of discrete random variables.
⇒ Estimates based on relative frequencies
⇒ Very sparse problem

⇒ Ignores morphological, syntactic and semantic relationships

⇒ hinder the generalization power of statistical models and reduces their
ability to adapt to other domains.
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Continuous vs discrete models
Conventional discrete models
Units (words, phrases, ... ) are events of discrete random variables.
⇒ Estimates based on relative frequencies
⇒ Very sparse problem

⇒ Ignores morphological, syntactic and semantic relationships

⇒ hinder the generalization power of statistical models and reduces their
ability to adapt to other domains.
Continuous models
Manipulate numerical representations of linguistic units
Automatically trained from large corpora
Implicitly capture some similarity relationships
⇒ A more promising power of generalization and adaptation
Q.K. Do (LIMSI-CNRS)
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Introduction

Discriminative Adaptation of Continuous Space
Translation Models
A practical situation
A large scale, state-of-the-art SMT system is available
and needs to be ported to a new domain,
using a small in-domain parallel corpus.
Our contributions
New loss functions for discriminative adaption of the CSTMs inspired from
the following approaches:
Max-margin (Watanabe et al.2007; Cherry and Foster2012)
Pair-wise ranking (Hopkins and May2011; Simianer et al.2012)
Case study
From News (WMT) to lecture translation (IWSLT)
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Continuous space translation models

The n-gram based approach in SMT
org : ....

à

recevoir

le

prix nobel de la paix

s : ....

s̅8: à

s̅9: recevoir

s̅10: le

s̅11: nobel de la paix

s̅12: prix

....

t : ....

̅t8: to

̅t9: receive

̅t10: the

̅t11: nobel peace

̅t12: prize

....

u8

u9

u10

u11

u12

Break up the translation process (Crego and Mariño2006)
1

Source re-ordering

2

Monotonic decoding

The translation model is a n-gram of tuples:
P (s, t) =

L
Y

i=1

P (ui |ui−1 , ..., ui−n+1 )
See http://ncode.limsi.fr/
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Continuous space translation models

A factored n-gram translation model
P (ui |ui−1 , ..., ui−n+1 ) = P ( ti |si ,si−1 , ti−1 , ..., si−n+1 , ti−n+1 )
×P (si |si−1 , ti−1 , ..., si−n+1 , ti−n+1 )

ui-n+1

ui-1

ui

s̅i-n+1

s̅i-1

s̅i

̅ti-1

̅ti

s : ....
....
t : ....
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A factored n-gram translation model
P (ui |ui−1 , ..., ui−n+1 ) = P (ti |si ,si−1 , ti−1 , ..., si−n+1 , ti−n+1 )
×P ( si | si−1 , ti−1 , ..., si−n+1 , ti−n+1 )
conditional translation model

distortion model
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Continuous space translation models

A factored n-gram translation model

P (ui |ui−1 , ..., ui−n+1 ) = P (ti |si ,si−1 , ti−1 , ..., si−n+1 , ti−n+1 )
×P (si |si−1 , ti−1 , ..., si−n+1 , ti−n+1 )
These distributions can be decomposed at the level of words, and
estimated with the bilingual version of the SOUL model (Le et al.2012)
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Continuous space translation models

The SOUL model in one picture

P (wi |h) = P (c1 (wi )|h)×

D
Y

P (cd (wi )|h, c1:d−1 (wi ))

d=2

shared projection space
wi-1

wi-2

wi-3

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The associated clustering tree

}

short list

} top classes (c1(wi))

R

R

W
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R
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Continuous space translation models

Translation modelling with SOUL
Standard word n-gram models (monolingual)
Successful in Automatic Speech Recognition and SMT (Le et al.2011; Allauzen
et al.2011).
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Continuous space translation models

Translation modelling with SOUL
Standard word n-gram models (monolingual)
Successful in Automatic Speech Recognition and SMT (Le et al.2011; Allauzen
et al.2011).
Word factored translation models (Le et al.2012)
They involve two languages:
the predicted word is in target or source language
the context is made of both source and target words
⇒ Two different projection matrices (R).
Conventional training
Maximize the log-likelihood of the bilingual training data
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Objective functions for adaptation

N -best-list rescoring
s : everybody talks about happiness these days .

SMT system

n-best hypotheses
h1
tout le monde parle de bonheur aujourd'hui .
h2
tout le monde parle de bonheur actuellement .
h3 tout le monde parle de bonheur ces derniers jours .
.
.
.
.
.
.
à tout le monde parle du bonheur aujourd'hui .
.
. que tout le monde parle de bonheur ces derniers jours .
tout le monde parle le bonheur ce . "
hn
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n context, we assume that
e out-of-domain data– alwell suited to bootstrap the

Algorithm 1 Joint optimization procedure for ✓ and

Objective functions for adaptation
1: Initialize ✓ and

2:

for each iteration do

for M mini-batches do
. is fixed
N -best-list rescoring
Compute the sub-gradient of L(✓, s) for all s in

s for adaptation

), CSTMs are estimated by
ional log-likelihood (CLL)
is estimation procedure is
on the out-of-domain corhat will serve as an initial
en a small in-domain parocedure can also be used.
orithm consists in running
-propagation algorithm on
the conditional likelihood
t-of-domain model.
e relationship between the
tion quality. The CSTM is
n process through a rerankreorder a reduced set of
est list. Therefore, to betmount of in-domain data,
objective functions that are
tion quality (as reflected by
We first present the general
us objective functions.

3:
4:

the mini-batch
Update ✓
end for
Update using dev set
8: end for
5:
6:
7:

s :.everybody
✓ is fixed talks about happiness these days .

corresponds to the negated log-probability of the derivation:
f✓ (s, h) = log P✓ (s, h), where ✓ is the vector containing
the CSTM’s free parameters. The scoring function used in
reranking is then:
G

,✓ (s, h)

= F (s, h) +

K+1 f✓ (s, h)

SMT system

(4) n-best hypotheses

This scoring function depends onhthe
1 CSTM’s
toutparamele monde parle de bonheur aujourd'hui .
ters ✓, as well as on the coefficients h2of the scoring
tout le funcmonde parle de bonheur actuellement .
tion. In the approach proposed here, optimizing
the
rerankh3
tout le monde parle de bonheur ces derniers jours .
ing step will thus requires to alternatively
tune
the
vector
of
.
.
coefficients and to
adapt the CSTM’s. weight vector ✓: the
Ranked
.
former procedure uses the development. data, while the latter
.
à tout le monde parle du bonheur aujourd'hui .
will use the in-domain parallel corpus. .
le monde parle de bonheur ces derniers jours .
. que tout
The corresponding proposed optimization
procedure
le monde parle le bonheur ce . "
hnof a fixed sizetout
splits the in-domain set in mini-batches
(typically 128 subsequent sentence pairs). As sketched in Algorithm 1, each mini-batch is used to update the parameters ✓
CSTMs
of the CSTM while keeping fixed. The vector is updated
every M mini-batches.
t of normalizing the output
3
In our study, tuning is performed using standard tools
most cases introduced in a
(here, the K-Best Mira algorithm described in [21] as implet reranking.
mented in M OSES 4 ). The training of CSTMs (with fixed )
source sentence s, the deis more interesting and we compare two discriminative ob{h1 , h2 , ..., hN } of N top
SMTthe translation
jective functions, which aim at better taking
othesis hi Q.K.
= (ti , Do
ai ) is(LIMSI-CNRS)
as-
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Optimization algorithm

e assume that
main data– albootstrap the

tation

estimated by
lihood (CLL)
procedure is
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ts in running
algorithm on
nal likelihood

Algorithm 1 Joint optimization procedure for ✓ and
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
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for each iteration do
for M mini-batches do
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Compute the sub-gradient of L(✓, s) for all s in
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end for
Update using dev set
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end for

corresponds to the negated log-probability of the derivation:
f✓ (s, h) = log P✓ (s, h), where ✓ is the vector containing
the CSTM’s free parameters. The scoring function used in
reranking is then:

Q.K. Do (LIMSI-CNRS)

G

,✓ (s, h)

SMT
= F (s,
h) +

K+1 f✓ (s, h)

(4)
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Max-margin adaptation
The cost of an hypothesis:

costα (h) = α sBLEU (h∗ ) − sBLEU (h) , where

h∗ = argmax sBLEU (h), the best hypothesis
h

sBLEU is the sentence BLEU and α a scaling factor
Max-margin loss function
sBLEU

n-best hypotheses
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Objective functions for adaptation

Combining the Max-margin and Pairwise-ranking
approaches
Drawbacks of the Max-margin approach
Only considers a pair of hypotheses
While several good translations only differ slightly
→ Pairwise-ranking (Hopkins and May2011; Simianer et al.2012)
→ Including the margin term (the cost)
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Final results
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